KEYWORD RESEARCH FOR SEO:

The Definitive Guide
With all the talk in the SEO world today about
content, backlinks and social signals it’s easy
to forget a little thing that happens to be the
foundation of SEO: keyword research.
I’m not exaggerating when I say that without
keywords, there’s no such thing as SEO.
They also help you figure out the

Keywords are like a compass

thoughts, fears, and desires of your

for your SEO campaigns:

target market.

they tell you where to go and
whether or not you’re making

In fact, keyword research is just

progress.

market research for the 21st century.
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To Benefit from Keywords, You Need to Know
How to Find (and Use) Them
If you can master the art of finding awesome keywords for your business —
you’ll not only benefit from more search engine traffic – but you’ll also know
your customers better than your competition.
Despite the importance of keyword selection, most people’s keyword
research process looks something like this:

Come up with a few
keywords that potential
customers might search for

Plug those keywords
into the Google Keyword
Planner

Pick a keyword based on
gut feeling

Well today, all that changes.
Because now you have a comprehensive guide that’s going to show you
EXACTLY how to find words and phrases that your target market uses search
the web.
And when you tailor your on-page SEO around the right keywords, you’ll
watch your site rocket to the top of Google — landing you more traffic, leads,
sales in the process.
But there’s a catch:
Before you fire up a keyword research tool or fiddle with a single title tag, you
need to identify Niche Topics in your industry.
Once you find these Niche Topics, you can tap into untapped buyer keywords
that your competition doesn’t know about.
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Niche Topics: Where (Smart) Keyword
Research Starts
As I mentioned earlier, most people begin the process with a keyword
research tool, like the Google Keyword Planner (GKP).
This is a HUGE mistake.
Why? Because as great as the GKP is at spitting out closely related keywords,
it’s horrible at coming up with new keyword ideas.
Here’s an example:

What do you think of when you hear the word “basketball”?
Whether or not you’re a diehard fan, here are some words that may have
popped into your head:

But when you enter the word “basketball” into the GKP…
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…none of those related words show up.
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In other words, the GKP only shows you keywords that are VERY closely
related to the keyword you gave it.
And they very rarely show you keywords that are closely – but not
directly – related to what you sell. These are often the most profitable
keywords in your market.
No wonder so many keywords are next to impossible to rank for:
everyone and their mom are targeting the exact same keywords!
That’s not to say you shouldn’t target keywords that the GKP gives you
(in fact, there’s an entire chapter in this guide dedicated to using the
tool).
But don’t rely on the GKP (or any other tool) to show you the full
breadth of what’s out there.
To do that, you need to identify Niche Topics.

How to Quickly Find Niche Topics
You may be wondering:
“What is a Niche Topic, exactly?”
A Niche Topic is a topic that your target customer is interested in.
In other words, this isn’t a specific keyword. It’s a broad topic.
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(I’ll show you exactly how to extract keywords from your Niche Topics later in
this guide)
For example, let’s say that you run a business that sells basketball hoops.
As we saw earlier, the GKP is pretty useless at giving you anything but very,
very closely related keywords.
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While some of these keywords might be a great fit for your business, there
are dozens of others that are less competitive…and just as lucrative.
Unfortunately, these keywords can be REALLY hard to find.
In my experience, starting with Niche Topics is the easiest way to find these
sorts of untapped keywords.
Niche Topics are a list of niches that your customers care about AND are
closely related to your bread and butter niche.
For example, someone interested in buying a basketball hoop may also
search for:
• How to shoot a better free throw
• Slam dunk highlights
• How to get recruited by college scouts
• Nutrition for athletes
• How to improve a vertical jump

See how that works? Each of those searches are part of a unique – but closely
related – Niche Topic.
For example, the keyword “How to shoot a better free throw” is part of the
Niche Topic: “free throw shooting”.
Niche Markets are usually small niches that aren’t large enough to support
their own website or product.
In fact — while some Niche Markets will hook you up with 10 or more
keywords – most will have only 2-5 keywords with enough search volume and
commercial intent for you to actually optimize pages around.
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But when you add them together you’ll often find that you have more lowcompetition keywords than you know what do with.
As I mentioned earlier, Niche Topics makes finding the best keywords in your
industry super duper easy.
Here’s how to do it:

Creating Your First Niche Topic List
The goal with your Niche Topic list is to map out the different topics that your
target customer searches for in Google.
All you need is a simple Google Doc or text file.
You should be able to come up with at least 5 different Niche Markets off of
the top of your head…which is enough to find some great keywords.
Here’s an example Niche Topic List from our basketball hoop site:
• How to shoot a 3-pointer
• Dribbling drills
• Nutrition for athletes
• Improve vertical jump
• Basketball shoes

If you’re struggling – or want to find more Niche Topics – here are a few
simple strategies to can tap into.
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Buyer Personas
A buyer persona is a super-simple way to identify Niche Topics that your
potential customers care about.
And once you identify these Niche Topics , you can easily find keywords that
potential customers use every day.
Your keyword research-focused buyer persona should include your target
audience’s:
• Gender
• Age
• Approximate income
• Hobbies and interests
• Things that they struggle with
• What they want to accomplish (personally and professionally)

Depending on your industry, you may have several different buyer personas.
For example, following our basketball hoop example, you might have buyer
personas for basketball players AND for parents (who in many cases will be
the ones that ultimately buy the product).
In my experience the easiest way to make a buyer persona is to create a
PowerPoint slide:
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This slide helps you get into the head of your target customer, which can
uncover topics that you may not have thought of otherwise.

Forums
Forums are like having live focus groups at your fingertips 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.
The easiest way to find forums where your target audience hangs out is to
use these search strings in Google:
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“keyword” + “forums”
“keyword” + “forum”
“keyword” + “board”

1
First, click on “forums” in the
top left corner of the screen:

4

2

3

Then, enter a keyword and
hit “search”:

Find forums that your
target audience hangs out
on:

5

Once you find a forum, note how the forum is To dig deeper, check out some of the
divided up into sections: Each of these secthreads on the forum to find other Niche
tions is often a Niche Topic.
Markets your ideal customer belongs to.
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In about 10 seconds I’ve identified 3 potential Niche Markets from a single
basketball forum:
• Basketball socks
• Basketball confidence
• Basketball accessories

One you’ve found a few Niche Topics that make sense for your site, add them
to your Niche Topics List.

Wikipedia Table of Contents
Wikipedia is an often-overlooked goldmine of niche research.
Where else can you find overviews on a topic curated by thousands of
industry experts and organized into neat little categories?
Here’s how to use Wikipedia to find Niche Topics.
1
First, head over to Wikipedia and type in a
broad keyword:

2
Then, look for the “contents” section of the
page:

That will take you to the Wikipedia entry for
that broad topic.
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3

4

And take a look at the sections of the page.

5

You can also click on some
of the internal links on the
page to check out the Table
of Contents of other, closely
related entries.

Some of these sections will
be killer Niche Topics that
you may not have found otherwise:
For example, on the basketball entry we have a link to
Rebounding:

When you click on that link,
you’ll notice that the table of
contents for the Rebounding
page has even more Niche
Topics that you can add to
your list:

In this case we found three more Niche Topics:
• Types of rebounds (offensive, defensive)
• Boxing out
• Notable NBA rebounders
Easy, right?

Reddit
Chances are your target audience hangs out on Reddit.
Which means, with a little stalking, you can find fistfuls of Niche Topics with
ease.
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Here’s how:
Let’s say that you run a site that sells organic dog food.
You’d head over to Reddit. Then search for a broad topic that your target
audience is interested in…and something that’s related to what you sell.

Then, choose a subreddit where your audience is likely to hang out in:

Then, keep an eye out for threads that have lots of comments, like this:

In this case you’d add “dog food allergies” to your Niche Topic list.
Rinse and repeat.
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The Head, Body and Tail
Now that you’ve identified a large group of Niche Topics it’s time to find
some keywords!
Most people in SEO (myself included) divide keywords into three main
categories: head, body and the (long) tail.
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Head Keywords:
These are usually single-word keywords with insane amounts
of search volume and competition (for example, “insurance”
or “vitamins”). Because searcher intent is all over the place
(someone searching for “insurance” might be looking for a car
insurance quote, a list of life insurance companies or a definition
of the word), Head Terms usually don’t convert very well.

Body Keywords:
Body keywords are 2-3 word phrases that get decent search
volume (at least 2,000 searches per month), but are more
specific than Head Keywords. Keywords like “life insurance” or
“order vitamins online” are examples of Body Keywords. These
almost always have lower competition than Head Terms, but can
still be very competitive.

Long Tail Keywords:
Long tail keywords are long, 4+ word phrases that are usually
very specific. Phrases like “affordable life insurance for senior
citizens” and “order vitamin D capsules online” are examples of
long tail keywords. Even though they don’t get a lot of search
volume individually – when added together– long tails make up
the majority of searches online.

I recommend putting most of your effort behind Body and Long Tail
Keywords.
Why?
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As you just read, Head Terms are a) super competitive and b) don’t convert
well. So those are out.
In my opinion, Body Keywords hit the sweet spot of search volume, buyer
intent and competition. And when you optimize pages around Body
Keywords, you’ll usually rank for closely-related long tails automatically.
In other words, when you optimize for Body keywords, you tend to gobble up
a lot of long tail traffic naturally from very long 5-12 word searches.
Because they’re usually easier to rank for than Head or Body Keywords, many
SEOs focus on Long Tail Keywords. Although Long Tail Keywords are less
competitive (and tend to convert well), they’re not without problems.
The Big Problem With Long Tail Keywords
Remember that each Long Tail Keyword may only get 100-1000 searches per
month. Which means – in order to get lots search engine traffic from long
tails — you need to bang out dozens (or even hundreds) of articles. And each
of these need to be optimized around a single Long Tail Keyword.
Publishing reams of long tail-focused content puts you at serious risk of a
Google Panda penalty. In fact, companies like Demand Media and Suite101 lost
millions betting on this strategy.
That’s not to say you shouldn’t use long tails as part of your search engine
optimization strategy (in fact, there’s an entire chapter in this guide dedicated
to finding them). But don’t fall into the trap of banging out hundreds of pages
hoping to rank for long tails.
You just finished Chapter 1. Congratulations! Now it’s time to turn your Niche
Topics into keywords. How? I’m going to show you how to use the most
popular keyword research tool online: The Google Keyword Planner.
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CHAPTER 2:

How to Use the Google
Keyword Planner
There’s no way around it: without objective
data, keyword research is a shot in the dark.
Fortunately, the SEO Gods have given us
an awesome (free) tool that tells us almost
everything we need to make informed
decisions…
…decisions about which keywords are best for
our business.
It’s called the Google Keyword Planner (formerly known as the Google
Keyword Tool).
Sound cool?
It is.
Keep in mind that the tool is designed with Adwords advertisers in mind.
So there are a lot of features in the tool (like keyword bidding features) that
5

won’t be useful for you.
In this guide I’ll show you how to get the most SEO value out of the Google
Keyword Planner.
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Here’s how to use it.

1

In order to use the Google Keyword Planner, you’ll need to have a Google
Adwords account. If you don’t have an Adwords account already, you can
set one up in a few minutes here:

(Just follow the prompts, enter some information about you and your
business, and you’re in. Note: You don’t have to run an active campaign to
use the GKP. But you’ll need to fully set up an Adwords account).
2

Next, login to your Google Adwords account. Click on the wrench icon in
the toolbar at the top of the page.

Then, choose “Keyword Planner”:
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3

You’ll be presented with two different tools within the Google Keyword
Planner: “Find New Keywords” and “Get metrics and forecasts for your
keywords”.

Fortunately, for SEO-focused keyword research, these two tools are
enough to generate thousands of potential keywords.
Now it’s time for me to show you how to find keywords using each of the
tools built into the Google Keyword Planner.
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Here I’ll show you how to use the two main tools within the Google
Keyword Planner that will land you a fantastic list of keywords for your
SEO campaigns.
Find new keywords
As the name suggests, this tool is ideal for finding new keywords.
As you can see, the field for this tool says: “Enter words, phrases, or a URL
related to your business”.

Quick Note: The value you get from the planner is largely based on the
information that you enter here. So you want to be strategic about what
you type into this field.
So to help you get the most out of this tool, I’ll break down each of the 3
options.
“Enter Words”: These are single words that describe your business (for
example, “weight loss” or “coffee”). This allows you to access Google’s
internal database of keywords for different industries. You can sometimes
find keywords here that you might have missed using the other two
options.
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“Phrases”: This is where you enter “seed keywords” and get a list of
closely-related terms. I recommend entering 1-3 keywords here, each
in a slightly different Niche Market. For example, if you ran a cookie
ecommerce site, you’d want to enter terms like “gluten free desserts” and
“low carb cookies” here.
“A URL related to your business”: This is primarily for Adwords users.
But you can sometimes find a few solid keywords here using your site’s
homepage or an article from your site.
Once you’ve entered your information into one – or all three – of the
options, click “Get Started”.

Next, you’ll see the Keywords Results Page. I’ll show you how to use that
part of the Google Keyword Planner later in the guide.
For now, let’s dive into the second tool in the GKP: metrics and forecasts.
Get metrics and forecasts for your keywords
This is a feature that’s useful if you already have a long list of keywords
and just want to check their search volume. In other words, this tool won’t
help you generate new keyword ideas.
Simply copy and paste a list of keywords into the search field, and hit “Get
Started”.
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You’ll also see the same Keywords Results Page you see when you use the
“Find new keywords” tool.
The only difference is that a) you only get data on the keywords you
entered and b) Google will predict how many clicks and impressions you’ll
get from the keywords you entered:

With that, let’s dive into the Keywords Results Page.

Both the tools I just described will take you to the “Keywords Results
Page”, which looks like this:
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Here’s a breakdown of the page:
At the top of the page, you’ll notice three targeting options: Locations,
Language and Search networks.

Here’s what these three things mean:
“Locations”
This is the country (or countries) that you’re marketing to. Simple.
“Language”
This is the language of the keywords you want to advertise on.
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“Locations” and “Language” are automatically set to target Englishspeaking people in the US searching in Google. If that’s your target
audience (in most cases it will be), you can leave these options as they are.
But let’s say you’re based in Germany. You’d want to change the Location
to “Germany” and choose “German” as the language.
“Search networks”
This is whether or not you want to advertise only on Google… or Google
and their “search partners”. Search partner sites include other search
engines and Google properties (like YouTube).
I recommend leaving this set to just “Google”.
The next important part of the Keywords Results Page is “Add Filter”:

As you can see, you get a decent amount of filtering options. So let me
quickly break down each of the options for you.
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Keyword Text
Here’s where you can have the tool ONLY show you keywords that contain
a certain word of phrase.
Why would you want to include certain keywords?
Let’s say that you just launched a new line of blue t-shirts. In that case
you’d want to make sure the keyword “blue t-shirt” appears in all of your
keyword suggestions.

Exclude Keywords in My Account
This excludes keywords that you’re already bidding on in Adwords.
Exclude Adult Ideas
Self-explanatory (I hope).
Avg. Monthly Searches
This is helpful for filtering out super popular keywords (that tend to be
competitive). You may also want to filter out keywords that don’t get
enough searches.
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For example, let’s say that you’re not interested in any keywords with an
average monthly search volume below 2,000.
Just click on avg. monthly searches…

…and enter 2000 into the field:

Competition
You can have the Google Keyword Tool only show you keywords with
“Low”, “Medium” or “High” competition.
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This score only applies to Adwords competition (not how competitive the
keyword is to rank for). So I recommend leaving this blank.
Ad Impression Share
This only applies to Adwords. So for the sake of SEO, we can ignore this filter.
Top of Page Bid
This is how much you’d expect to pay for your ad to appear at the top of
the page for that keyword.
Top of Page Bid is a proxy indicator of commercial intent. So if you only
want to target keywords that potential buyers search for, you can set this
to a certain dollar amount.
As you can see, there are two options “high range” and “low range”.
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I recommend using the “low range” as this is just a way to filter out
keywords without any commercial intent.

Organic Impression Share
This is how often your site appears in the organic results for each keyword.
(Note: to use this feature you’ll need to connect your Google Search
Console Account to Google Adwords).
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Organic Average Position
Where you rank (on average) for each keyword in Google organic. You’ll
also need to connect to the GSC for this to work.
So that’s it for filtering.
Now that you’ve filtered your results, let’s break down the actual keyword
ideas section:

Here’s what each of the terms in this area mean:
Keyword (by relevance): This is the list of keywords that Google considers
most relevant to the keyword or URL you typed into it.
Avg. monthly searches: Pretty self-explanatory. However, keep in mind
that this is range…and not a super-accurate indicator of search volume.
(I’ll show you how to get more accurate search volume data in a minute).
Also, certain seasonal keywords (like “Halloween costumes”) may get
50,000 searches in October and 100 searches in May. So the average
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monthly searches can be somewhat misleading in some cases.
Competition: This reflects the number of advertisers bidding on that
keyword (you can read more about how to determine commercial intent in
Chapter 4: How to Determine a Keyword’s Commercial Intent).
Top of Page Bid: Yet another rock-solid way to size up a keyword’s
monetization potential. The higher bid here, the more lucrative the traffic.

Now that you know how to use all of the tools, features and options within
the Google Keyword Planner, it’s time for the last step: finding awesome
keywords that you can optimize your site’s content around.
This is tricky.
There are LOTS of factors that go into choosing a keyword. And it’s more
art than science.
That said, I learn best from examples. So I’m going help you choose a
keyword from your list by walking you through an example.
(For this example I’m going to be using the Find new keywords tool
because this is the best tool within the Google Keyword Planner for finding
new keywords).
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First, come up with a keyword that’s somewhat broad…but also describes
your product, service or content idea somewhat specifically.
(If you developed a list of Niche Topics from Chapter 1, those will come in
handy here)
For example, let’s say that you run an ecommerce site that sells organic food.
If you wanted to write a blog post about the health benefits of organic
coffee, you wouldn’t want to use the keyword “coffee” (too broad) or
“health benefits of organic coffee” (too narrow). A keyword like “organic
coffee” would work well.
Enter that keyword into the
field and click “Get Started”

And take a look at the
keywords that come up:
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How do you know which keywords to choose?
There are dozens of different factors to consider, but I prefer to evaluate
keywords based on 3 main criteria:
Search Volume: Very straightforward. The higher the average search
volume, the better the keyword probably is.
Commercial Intent: Determining the monetization potential of a keyword
is more of an art than a science. That’s why I’ve created an entire chapter
in Keyword Research: The Definitive Guide — (Chapter 4) – for commercial
intent.. In general, the higher the competition and suggested bid, the easier
it will be to convert that traffic into paying customers.
Organic SEO Competition: Like commercial intent, evaluating a keyword’s
competition in Google’s organic search results takes some more digging.
You need to check out the websites that are ranking… and see how hard it
will be to outrank them. Chapter 5: Keyword Competition Analysis covers
everything you need to know about sizing up your competition.

As I mentioned earlier, the GKP will
show you exact search volume data
ONLY if you’re running an active
Adwords campaign. Otherwise, you
see a range, like this:
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To be honest, the range is actually somewhat-helpful. Keyword volume
fluctuates anyway, so the “exact” average monthly search volume that you
see is a rough average anyway.
In other words, there’s nothing wrong with using these GKP ranges to help
you choose your keywords.
But there’s a nifty trick you can use to get exact search volume out of the
GKP…without needing an active Adwords account.
1

First, find a keyword in the list of suggestions that you want to target:

2

Then click “add to plan”:
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3

Next, in the right-hand sidebar of the page, click “Plan overview”:

4

Look at the number of “impressions” you’d get:

That number is how many people search for that keyword every month.
(In this case, 120k)
And just like that, you now have accurate search volume data for your
keyword. Nice!

As you saw, the Google Keyword Planner is pretty cool.
That said, the Google Keyword Planner has two major flaws…
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Flaw #1: It only gives you keywords ideas that are VERY closely related to
what you type in.
For example, let’s say your business sells organic food for pets.
So you type “organic dog food” into the tool. Here’s what you get:

As you can see, these are VERY close variations of “organic dog food”, like:
• “natural dog food”
• “dog food brands”
• “dog food”
I don’t know about you, but I don’t need a fancy tool to come up with a
keyword like “dog food”.
Flaw #2: You get the same set of keywords everyone else does.
Which means: the keywords the GKP gives you tend to be super competitive.
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Fortunately, there’s a simple way around both of those frustrating issues:
The GKP Hack.
Here’s how to do it.
First, head over to the Find New Keywords area of the GKP:

But instead of entering a keyword, you enter a URL from another website
in your niche.
For example, instead of entering “organic dog food” into the field, let’s pop
in PetSmart’s dog food category page.

Boom!
You get a laundry list of keywords that most of your competitors will
NEVER see.
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It gets better…
There are LOTS of other pages that you can use for the GKP Hack, including:
• Blog posts
• Press releases
• Conference agendas
• Bio pages of influencers in your industry
• News stories
• Podcast transcripts
• Basically: any page that has text on it is fair game.
That’s all there is to it. By now you should have a hefty list of potential
keywords. Nice work!
Next I’m going to show you some ninja strategies for finding long tail
keywords. So head over to Chapter 3 right now.
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CHAPTER 3:

How to Find Long Tail
Keywords
As much as I love the Google Keyword
Planner, it has one fatal flaw:
It gives the exact same
keywords to everyone that uses
it (including your competitors).
No wonder most keywords are so
competitive!
How can you get around this problem?
Set the tool aside. Instead, use lesser-known
keyword research strategies that will reveal
untapped long tail keywords.
And that’s exactly what I’m going to show you how to do in this chapter.
Let’s dive right in with technique #1:
5
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“Searches Related To…”
Did you ever notice that when you scroll to the bottom of Google’s search
results there’s a section called, “Searches related to…”?
It looks like this:

Well this little area is a gold mine for long tail keywords.
1
Just type in any keyword that you want
to target for an article or product page:

2
Scroll to the bottom of the page and take a
look at the “Searches related to…” for that
keyword:
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Usually you’ll get a mix of close variations of your main keyword:

(These are sometimes great keywords to target because they’re very long tail
and have less competition than Body or Head Keywords)
Google will also sometimes show you a gem: a related keyword that’s
related…but isn’t just a simple variation of the keyword you entered.
In this case, Google has given us 3 keywords that are thematically related to
the keyword I used in this example (“premium headphones”):
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And these keywords don’t show up when you use the keyword “premium
headphones” as your seed keyword in the Google Keyword Planner.
Pro Tip: Take one of the keywords from the “Searches related to…” area, pop
that into Google, and check out the “Searches related to…” results for that
keyword. Rinse and repeat until you have a laundry list of awesome keywords
that the Keyword Planner doesn’t show you.

Forums and Boards
One of my all-time favorite ways to brainstorm new keyword ideas is to head
over to popular forums in my industry.
Where else can you find hundreds – and sometimes thousands – of people
asking and answering questions about your site’s topic?
After all, if someone asks a question on a forum you KNOW that there are
other people asking that same question in Google.
First, head over to forums where your target audience hangs out. You may
know a few off the top of your head.
If not, just use these handy search strings to find them:
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This will bring up results from forums and Q&A sites (like Yahoo! Answers).
When you find a forum that looks active, take a look the forum’s categories:

The categories themselves are usually excellent seed keywords that you can
use the Google Keyword Planner.
Click on a category and check out some of the thread topics:
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In about 20 seconds I found three keywords that people interested in baking
might search for in Google:
• “all purpose flour for white bread”
• “how to make bread healthier”
• “how to use corn flour”

Easy, right?

Use Soovle.com to Mine Long Tail Keywords
Soovle.com is an easy to use, free tool that shows you keyword suggestions
results from Amazon, Wikipedia, Ask.com, Google Suggest and YouTube.
First, head over to Soovle and enter a somewhat broad keyword into the
search field:

For example, if you were looking for coffee-related keywords, you could use
the keyword “coffee”:
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Soovle will automatically display suggested results from different websites:

You can download the results in a CSV file by clicking the download icon in
the top left corner of the page:
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This is a GREAT tool because it shows you keyword ideas from sites that your
competition probably overlooks.

UberSuggest: Google Suggest Scraper
Like Soovle, UberSuggest grabs information from Google Suggest. What
makes this tool unique is that it provides A LOT more keyword suggestions
than Soovle.
How?
It takes your seed keyword and adds every letter in the alphabet after it to
generate hundreds of suggested keywords.
For example, when you type the keyword “coffee” into Google you get a list
of suggestions, like this:
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But when you enter a keyword plus a letter, Google Suggest gives you yet
another list of keywords:

UberSuggest scrapes all of that data for you so you don’t have to manually
type in “coffee b”, “coffee c” etc.
To use it, head to UberSuggest.org and enter your keyword:
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Next, click “suggest”:

The tool will spit out hundreds of suggestions:

Most of the suggested keywords won’t make sense for your site, but several
will.
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Find Q&A Keywords With Answer The Public
Answer The Public is a helpful keyword research tool for uncovering questionfocused keywords.
To use it, type a broad keyword into the field and click “Get Questions”:

The tool will show you questions that people tend to ask about your topic:

As you might imagine, these make great keyword ideas for blog posts and
video content.
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Use ScrapeBox for Keyword Suggestions
Yet another reason to love ScrapeBox.
A little-known feature of ScrapeBox is its “Keyword Scraper” tool. This tool
does the same thing as UberSuggest …only you get WAY more results. You
can also filter out duplicate keywords and download the results to a CSV files
(two things UberSuggest can’t do).
1

2

First, open up your copy
Enter your seed keyword in
of ScrapeBox and click on
the box labeled, “Enter Your
“Scrape”. Choose “Keyword Search Keyword(s) Below”:
Scraper” from the dropdown
menu:

4
This will create a list of keyword + letter combinations
(just like UberSuggest):

5

3
Click on “Append A-Z”.

6

Finally, choose the sources
And choosing the sites
that you want to grab results you want to use from
from by clicking “Select Key- the list:
word Scraper” sources:
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7
Click on the “Scrape” button
to generate keyword ideas:

8

9

You should get a long list
of results populating the
“Results” field:

10
To save your results, copy the entire
results field:

Click on “Remove duplicates”
to remove any duplicate
results:

11
And pasting the keywords into a .txt file or
CSV:
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12

13

You can quickly and easily get the
search volume for this list of keywords.
Just head to the Google Keyword
Planner, click on “Get search volume
data and trends” and paste your list of
keywords here:

And pasting the keywords
into a .txt file or CSV:

Thanks to Jacob King for this (very effective) technique.

Google Webmaster Tools
Sometimes the best keyword is one that you’re already ranking for.
What do I mean?
If you’re like most people, you have a handful of pages sitting on the 2nd, 3rd
or 4th page of Google.
Sometimes you’ll find that you’re even ranking on Google’s inner pages for
long tail keywords that you’re not even optimizing for.
And when you give these pages some TLC, they’ll usually hit the first page
within weeks.
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You can easily find these 2nd and 3rd page keywords in the Google Search
Console (GSC).
1
First, login to your GWT
account and click on
“Search traffic” on the left
sidebar. Choose “Search
Queries” from the menu:

2
The top of the chart will be keywords that you’re on the
first page for:

This is a nice confidence boost, but it’s not going to help you
identify keywords that you’re on the 2nd or 3rd page for.

3
To find these 2nd and 3rd page keywords,
sort the list by “Position”:

4
Next, set the number of rows to show to “500”:
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5
Keep scrolling down until
you start to see positions
10-15.

6
Then, take a look at the
keywords that are ranking
in those positions:

7
Put any promising keywords into the Google
Keyword Planner to check
their search volume.
If you find a keyword that
makes sense for your site
and has decent search
volume, click on the keyword.
Then click “pages”.

This will show you the
page on your site that
currently ranks for that
keyword:

Finally, incorporate that keyword as part of that page’s on-page SEO.
I recommend checking out my comprehensive guide to on-page SEO. This
nifty guide will help you properly optimize your page…without setting off any
over-optimization tripwires at Google HQ.
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Google Trends
Google Trends is one of my all-time favorite keyword research tools.
This tool shows you high-volume keywords in your niche…before they show
up in the Google Keyword Planner.
But the most helpful Google Suggest feature is that you can quickly check a
keyword’s popularity over time.
About to invest $50,000 on an SEO campaign? You better know whether or
not interest in your list of keywords is growing (or falling).
First, head over to Google Trends, and enter the keyword you want to rank for
into the search field:

The tool will show you “interest over time” based on search volume and news
headlines:

In this example, search volume is pretty stable.
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But for other keywords, like “Snapchat”, interest picked up suddenly and has
now tapered off:

While others, “Google Keyword Tool” in this case, have a steady down trend:

The best case is a keyword like “content marketing”, where its popularity is
growing consistently over time:
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Pro Tip: Enter one of your target keywords into Google Trends and scroll
down to “Related Queries”:

Some of the keywords listed under “Queries” are potentially lucrative
keywords that the Google Keyword Planner won’t show you.
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Google Correlate
Google Correlate is a little-known tool that shows you keywords that tend to
correlate with one another.
For example, people that use the word “SEO” as part of their keyword tend to
also search for:
• Link building
• Keyword research
• Internet marketing
• On-page SEO
• SEO company

Google Correlate shows you these “correlated” keywords.
1
Your first step is to go to Google Correlate.
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2
Enter a keyword into the search field and click “Search Correlations”:

3

4

Take a look at keywords listed under
“Correlated with baking”:

Click on “Show More” to see even more
correlated keywords:

(The number next to the keyword indicates
the level of correlation. The closer the
number is to 1, the more often it’s searched
alongside the keyword you entered).

These are fantastic seed keywords that you can use in UberSuggest,
ScrapeBox etc.

Quora
Quora is an extremely popular crowdsourced Q&A site (similar to to Yahoo!
Answers, except people’s responses are actually helpful).
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To use Quora, you need to create an account:

Once you’ve logged in, enter a broad keyword into the search bar at the top
of any page:

Like forums, Quora will show you the most popular questions on that topic:
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Some of the questions will be high-volume keywords themselves…while
others might help you brainstorm new keyword ideas in your niche.
For example, in our baking example above, the keyword “how can you bake
without eggs” is probably too long to be a popular keyword:

But when I entered the shortened version of the question, “bake without
eggs”, into the Google Keyword Planner, I found a list of keywords that could
easily be used as the topic of a high quality article. They also have relatively
high search volume:

This is where Quora shines: giving you laterally related keyword and topic
ideas that you may not have thought of on your own.
You should have no shortage of long tail keywords after tapping into these
strategies.
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KeywordTool.io
KeywordTool.io is an awesome (free) tool that’s PERFECT for generating long
tail keyword ideas.
It’s similar to UberSuggest in the sense that it grabs results from Google
Suggest. What makes this tool superior in many ways is the fact that it adds a
character before AND after the keyword that you enter.
For example, if you enter “low carb diet” into UberSuggest, it will search for
“Low carb diet a”, “Low carb diet c” etc. KeywordTool.io will search for those
same keywords AND search for “a low carb diet”, “b low carb diet”. That
means you get more keywords from the same search.
First, head over to KeywordTool.io and enter a seed keyword into this field:

Then the tool will spit out a ridiculous amount of keyword ideas (up to 750 to
be exact):
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And you’re done!
Now that you have a list of long tail keyword, it’s time to choose the best
from the bunch. How? By sizing up each keyword’s commercial intent. Check
out Chapter 4 to see how it’s done.
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CHAPTER 4:

How to Determine a
Keyword’s Commercial
Intent
If you asked me to name the #1 keyword
research mistake I see most often,
I wouldn’t hesitate before answering:
“Not spending enough time on
commercial intent”.
In fact, most SEO experts agree that –
when it comes to choosing keywords
— commercial intent is actually MORE
important than search volume.
Here’s a quick story that illustrates this
point really well…
One of the first web properties I ever
built received over 60,000 unique
visitors per month from organic search alone.
5

Guess how much that site brought in every month.
• $10,000?
• $25,000?
• $40,000?
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How about $400?
Yes, that’s four hundred dollars.
Why didn’t the site make any money? Well, when I chose keywords for that
site, I focused on search volume…and completely ignored commercial intent.
Which meant that my almost 100% of my traffic came from purely
informational keywords. As you’ll learn in this chapter, visitors stemming from
informational searches are tough to convert into paying customers.

But there’s good news…
Fortunately — with a little bit of research — you can easily find keywords that
buyers use to search.
And when you get your site in front of those people, turning them into leads
and sales is a breeze.
Without further ado, let me show you how to find high-converting keywords
for your business.

1

Buy Now Keywords
These are keywords that people use minutes before making a purchase.
People searching with Buy Now Keywords may literally have their credit
card in their hand.
Here are words that tend to be part of Buy Now Keywords:
• Buy
• Coupon
• Discount
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• Deal
• Shipping

Real life examples of Buy Now Keywords are “Bluehost discount”, “Buy
candles online” and “Custom t-shirts free shipping”.
As you might expect, these keywords convert like crazy. They may not get
great search volume, but their sky-high conversion rate makes up for it.
2

Product Keywords
Product Keywords are searches that focus on a specific product category,
brand name, or service. People searching for Product Keywords tend to be
a bit earlier in the buying cycle than people using Buy Now Keywords.
In other words, they convert well…but not quite as well as Buy Now
Keywords.

Product Keywords tend to include:
• Review
• Best
• Top 10
• Specific brand name (“Nike” or “Toshiba”)
• Specific product (“Macbook Pro” or “Samsung Galaxy”)
• Product category (“Wordpress hosting” or “tennis shoes”)
• Cheap
• Affordable
• Comparison

Don’t be thrown off by terms like “cheap” and “affordable”. Believe it or
not, keywords with the words “cheap” in them convert really well.
For example, someone searching for “cheap laptops” has already decided
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that they want a laptop…they’re just looking for a product in their price
range.
3

Informational Keywords
The vast majority of keywords online are Informational Keywords. As
you might imagine, people looking for information don’t tend to convert
especially well.
That being said, you can’t ignore Informational Keywords because they
make up such a huge chunk of the keywords people search for.
Information Keywords tend to include words like:
• How to
• Best way to
• Ways to
• I need to

The best way to leverage Informational Keywords is to find keywords that
have high search volume and low competition.
Then, get as much of that traffic as you can on an email list. That way, you’ll
be the site on their mind as they’re ready to buy something.
4

Tire Kicker Keywords
Tire Kicker Keywords are searches that are VERY unlikely to convert now…
or in the near future.
Here are a few examples words that tend to make up Tire Kicker Keywords:
• Free
• Torrent
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• Download
• …for free

A keyword like “watch The Simpsons online free” is a classic Tire Kicker
Keyword. Good luck getting that person to buy anything (or even click on
an ad).
On the other hand, keywords like “Buy Simpsons TV episodes” (Buy
Now Keyword), “Simpsons DVDs” (Product Keyword) or “How to watch
Simpsons Episodes” (Informational Keyword) will convert much better.

Getting Objective Information
on Commercial Intent
Here’s the deal:
The Four Keyword Classes usually reflect buyer intent really well.
Usually.
After all, there’s nothing worse than ranking #1 for a keyword…only to find
that you can only generate a penny or two of revenue per visitor.
Here are two quick techniques you can tap into to get objective information
on how valuable traffic coming from a keyword actually is.
Adwords Suggested Bid
Adwords Suggested Bid used to be known as “Average CPC” (CPC=Cost Per
Click). They quietly changed the term but kept the dollar amounts exactly
the same…which leads me to believe the Suggested Bid is simply the average
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CPC with a new name.
Regardless, the Suggested Bid is one of the few ways that you can see real
world data about commercial intent. You KNOW that if an Adwords advertiser
is paying $15 per click then that traffic must be really valuable.
And if you rank for that keyword in organic search, you’ll have no issues
converting that traffic into email signups, affiliate commissions and paying
customers.
Here’s how to do it:
1
First, login to your Google Adwords account and head to the Keyword Planner:

2
Click on “Search for new keywords using a phrase, website or category”
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3
Enter a single keyword (or list of keywords) into the field and click “Get Ideas”:

4
Check out the Adwords suggested bid for that keyword…and other keywords that the GKP
spits out.
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Just look at the HUGE difference between the keywords in the list above.
The keyword “Wordpress hosting” is a Product Keyword that boasts a
Suggested Bid of $31.66.
On the other hand, “Wordpress website” is an Information Keyword.
Because people searching for “web hosting” are very early in the buying
cycle, advertisers are only willing to pay half the amount compared to
someone searching for “Wordpress hosting”.
As I said, the Four Keyword Classes are a helpful set of guidelines, but
nothing beats seeing what the market is willing to pay for clicks. In my
experience Suggested Bid is the single most accurate gauge of commercial
intent.
Adwords Competition
Adwords Competition is a nice complement to the Suggested Bid.
Competition is simply how many advertisers bid on that particular keyword in
Adwords.
As you might expect, the more people that bid on a keyword, the more
lucrative that keyword is.
You can check the competition by looking at this column in the Google
Keyword Planner:
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There are only 3 levels of competition (Low, Medium and High), so the metric
isn’t very precise.
But it’s just another piece of real world data to use when figuring out
commercial intent.
You can also check Adwords competition by searching for your keyword in
Google and seeing how many Adwords ads show up on the page:
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If you see a ton of Ads above the fold and on the sidebar, you know that
you’re looking at a highly-coveted keyword. In other words, it’s a keyword
you probably want to target in your SEO campaigns.
But before you pull the trigger, you’ll need to know how competitive that
keyword is. That’s exactly what we’re going to cover in the next chapter
(Chapter 5). See you there.
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CHAPTER 5:

Keyword Competition
Analysis
So you’ve found a popular keyword
with strong commercial intent.
Nice work.
There’s only one thing left to do:
check out the competition on
Google’s first page.
If you see a page littered with
authoritative, big brand results, you
might be better off moving onto the next keyword on your list.
But if you take the time to evaluate keyword competition, you can usually find
keywords that get great search volume AND have little to no competition.
That means that you need less content, links and promotion to claim your
spot on page one.
And in this chapter I’m going to show you how to quickly evaluate a
keyword’s competition in Google’s organic search results.
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First Step: Install The MozBar
There’s a free browser toolbar that makes evaluating Keyword Competition
faster and easier: The MozBar.
Here’s how to install and set it up:
MozBar
Head over to this page. Click the big yellow button:

And install and activate MozBar.
When you do a search in Google you should see information from MozBar in
the SERPs:
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Now that you have the MozBar set up, it’s time to size up the competition.

Page-Level Authority
There’s an old SEO adage that goes: “Google doesn’t rank sites…it ranks
pages.”
Although a site’s domain authority and brand presence play important roles,
the #1 factor in a page’s ability to rank in Google is the authority of that
page.
So there’s a lot of truth to that old adage.
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The best measurement of a page’s authority is Moz’s Page Authority.
(You can easily check Page Authority by looking at the “PA” number in the
MozBar SERP Overlay:)

It’s OK for a SERP to have a few high-PA results on the first page. That’s the
case for most medium or high volume keywords.
You want to keep an eye out for low-PA pages. Those pages are ripe for
getting knocked off by your new, awesomely-optimized page. If you see a lot
of these, consider giving that keyword the green light.

Referring Domains
At its very core, Google is a vote collection engine.
The more “votes” a page gets (in the form of backlinks), the higher it tends to
rank.
(Think links don’t matter anymore? Our recent ranking factors research study
found that the number of referring domains was correlated to higher rankings
more than any other factor).
Which means that the number of referring domains is worth taking a look at.
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Because there are several link analysis tools out there, there’s no shortage of
conflicting data about how many links a page has pointing to it.
So you have two options: you can use the MozBar. Or you can use Ahrefs.
Moz’s link index isn’t nearly as good as Ahrefs’. But the MozBar is convenient
because it shows you data from within the SERPs.
Here’s how to use both:
You can see the number of referring domains from the MozBar if you have a
pro account:

You can also use a tool like Ahrefs to see how many referring domains point
to a particular page. Just take a URL from the top 10:

Pop it into ahrefs and hit “Explore”.
And the tool will show you the number of referring domains linking to that
page:
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This process takes longer than using Moz’s toolbar, but the information from
ahrefs tends to be a lot more accurate.

Domain Authority and Brand Presence
I don’t need to tell you that Google loves ranking pages from major authority
sites like Wikipedia, Amazon and CNN.com.
While a certain pages from these sites rank on page authority and merit, quite
a few get a huge bump from the simple fact that they’re on an authoritative
domain.
Which means that – when you evaluate keyword competition — you also want
to take a look at the sites you’re competing against (not just pages).
The MozBar displays Domain Authority on the SERP overlay:
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In general, results with high PA and DA are super-competitive.
As you might expect, you want to see a lot of the top 10 results with low PA
and DA. Those are keywords that you can easily rank for.
In other words, a page’s authority is most important…but you also want to
take DA into consideration.
Competing vs. a Big Brand?
Brand signals – signs that show search engines a site is part of a large brand –
is becoming more and more integrated into Google’s algorithm.
Which means you want to take a brand’s size into consideration. For example,
sites like Amazon, ESPN.com and YouTube are given an edge over small
brand results with similar page and domain authority.

Link Profile
If you’ve been in the SEO game for a while you know that link metrics can be
VERY misleading.
Sites with spammy link profiles may boast high DA and PA – but because
they’re using spam links – they’re not going to stick on the first page over the
long-term.
If there’s a keyword that looks especially competitive, but you have a gut
feeling there’s a lot of black hat SEO behind the results, spot check the top
10’s link profile.
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You may also want to see if any of the top 10 have links that are going to
really, really hard for you to get (for example, media mentions on major news
sites).
Either way, if you’re going to put a lot of effort behind ranking for a keyword,
it makes sense to have a feel for how each site cracked the first page. And the
best way to do that is to check out their link profile.
1
First, copy the URL of one of the top 10
results:

3
Click “Backlinks” in the sidebar:
This will display all of the external links
pointing to that page.

2
Paste that URL into Ahrefs:

4
Finally, glance at the top 10-25 links in
their link profile:
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You can usually tell within a few seconds whether or not the page uses black
hat SEO.
Links coming from these places tend to indicate a black hat link profile:
• Low quality web directories
• Article directories
• Blog networks
• Spammy blog comments

Also keep an eye out for over-optimized anchor text. That’s another sign that
a page isn’t going to last.
On the other hand, if a page has a lot of these links, beating them might be
more competitive than the PA and DA numbers indicate:
• Major news sites, like The NY Times
• Editorial links from authoritative sites in your industry
• Hard to get directory links (like DMOZ)

The point here isn’t to obsess over their link profile. It’s just another layer of
information to help you make an informed decision.

On-Page SEO
You already know that on-page SEO can make or break a site’s ability to rank.
That’s why you want to pay attention to the on-page SEO of your would-be
competitors in the top 10 results.
First, take a look at the page’s title tags. This is the blue link displayed in
Google’s search results:
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The two results above are examples of well-optimized title tags (in this case
I searched for “gluten free cookies”).
They’ve used the exact keyword or a close variation of the keyword in their
title.
To dig deeper, click on one of the results. Next, click on the “Page Analysis”
icon in the MozBar:

And this will display information on the page’s basic on-page attributes:
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If the keyword is included in an H1/H2 tag and in the URL, consider the page
well optimized.
On the other hand, if a page has lazy on-page SEO, it can be easy to knock
off the first page…even if it has decent authority.

Easy Target Results
When you see one or more Easy Target Results in the top 10, it’s time to
celebrate. You just found a low-competition keyword.
Here are results that tend to indicate a very, very low competition keyword:
• Pages with
• Ezine Articles
• Yahoo! Answers
• Ehow.com
• Buzzle
• Squidoo Lenses
• HubPages
• Ebay
• WordPress.com
• Blogspot (or other free blog)
• Spammy press release sites

Here are some examples of keywords with Easy Target results:
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Here’s another:
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Content Quality
With all the talk of referring domains and title tags, it’s easy to forget that the
quality of your content is a huge part of your ability to crack the top 10.
In other words, if you want to rank for a competitive keyword, be prepared to
match (or beat) the quality of the top 10 results.
Although highly subjective, you can usually get a feel for what type of
content you’ll have to bring to the table to beat the top 10 with a minute or
two of digging.
How?
Just search for your keyword and read the content of the top 5-10 results.
Let’s look at an example keyword, “health benefits of garlic”.
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The first result, from Healthline, is a high-quality article written by a legit
nutrition expert:

The article also cites several scientific research studies, making the content
more credible and worthy of links:

In other words, it will take some very good – although not necessarily
amazing – content to beat the first result.
Let’s look at another result lower in the results, WHFoods:
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The first thing I notice is the layout and design is REALLY dated. This
probably hurts their ability to generate links and social shares. Now you know
that design is one way to stand out from the current top 10.
However, the content itself is outstanding, featuring charts:

Cooking tips:

And a list of scientific references:
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What keeps this page from ranking higher is its dated design and on-page SEO.
The title tag of the page is simply “garlic”, and there’s little mention of the
keyword “health benefits of garlic” anywhere else on the page.
Otherwise, the content itself is very good, but beatable.
Finally, let’s look at another result on the first page: organicfacts.net.

Unlike the HealthLine article, this article wasn’t written by a certified expert
(the author is anonymous) and doesn’t cite any research. That’s good news:
this is easy content to beat!
Now that you’ve sized up the competition, it’s time to go pro. How? By diving
into the best keyword research tools on the market. See you in the next
chapter (Chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 6:

Keyword Research
Tools
There’s no other way to put this:
If you’re serious about SEO, you
should strongly consider investing
in a keyword research tool.
Sure, you can sort through keywords
in the Google Keyword Planner
one-by-one. And you can manually
evaluate the first page competition
for your target keywords.
But the right tool makes the process MUCH faster, easier and more effective.
Because keyword research tools work at light speed, you’ll usually come away
with fistfuls of untapped, low-competition keywords in minutes.
But which keyword research tool is best for you and your business?
Well in this guide I’ve put six of the top tools to the test. I’ll show you an
overview of how they work, key features, and a list of pros and cons.
(And to show you that I’m being straightforward and objective, there are NO
affiliate links anywhere on this page.)
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Let’s do this!

SECockpit
The first keyword research tool I’ll go over is SECockpit.
Like any other keyword research tool, you pop in a seed keyword and get a
list of results. But what makes SECockpit unique is the built-in features that
allow you to get an incredible amount of depth on search trends, organic
competition and traffic estimates.
Here’s how it works:

1
When you login you’ll automatically go to your Dashboard, where you can create projects
around sets of keywords…or jump right in with a single keyword search.

2
To start the keyword research process, click on “Start a Keyword Search”:
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3
Then, enter a seed keyword in the field marked “Keyword Phrase”:

4
You can get even more results by choosing to include Google Suggest, Related Searches
and synonyms pulled from Google Adwords:

5
When you’re done, click on “save and close” and the tool will get to work:
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Here’s what you’ll see:

Most of the results should be familiar to you as they’re exactly what you’re
used to seeing in the Google Keyword Planner.
In fact, the columns “Phrase”, “Monthly Searches” and “CPC” are pulled
directly from the GKP:
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(The only difference is that CPC is called “Suggested Bid” within Adwords)
What does the other information in SECockpit mean?
Well you’ll notice a bunch of green bars under the column labeled “Niche”:

This bar is a single metric that takes into account top 10 competition, monthly
search volume, and commercial intent. In other words, whether or not that
keyword is a good overall choice. The larger the bar, the better the keyword.
Next to monthly searches you’ll notice a series of orange bars labeled “Top
Results”:
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This bar indicates the difficulty of ranking for that particular keyword based
on the current top 10 results.
You can get an in-depth overview of a keyword’s first page competition in
Google by clicking on a keyword.
When you do, SECockpit will display important competition metrics for the
top 10 pages in the results, including MozRank, Domain Authority and total
links:

This is a great way to quickly size up competition without having to look oneby-one at Google’s search results.
If you go back to the keywords page, you can actually add at least 20 more
columns to the results:
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For example, you can see a ratio of the keyword’s competition in comparison
to its search volume. Or you can get a comparison of the estimated traffic
you’ll get from hitting the top 3 for that keyword compared to the level of
competition for that keyword.
Lots and lots of advanced features in SECockpit.

The first thing you’ll notice about SECockpit is that it’s a tool designed for
SEO professionals.
Sure, newbies can get value out of it, but there’s no doubt that SECockpit is
targeted for people that sleep, eat and breathe SEO.
If you’re brand new to SEO, the sheer number of features in this tool might
be overwhelming for you. But if you’re looking for lots and lots of depth,
you’ll get your money’s worth with SECockpit.
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Moz Keyword Explorer
Moz’s new keyword research tools has a ton of exclusive features that the
other tools on the market don’t have. Does that make Moz Keyword Explorer
a worthy competitor of SEMRush or SECockpit? Let’s find out:
And it’s very straightforward and easy to use.
1
First, head over to the Explorer page and enter a seed keyword:

2
The tool will quickly bring up a bunch of helpful data about that keyword:
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3
Like most keyword research tools, Moz includes the basics like monthly search volume and
competition (called “Difficulty”):

4
What makes Keyword Explorer Unique is that they provide info on “Opportunity” and
“Potential”

Opportunity is the CTR you can expect to get if you crack the top 10. For example, if a
SERP has a ton of Ads, news results, and a knowledge graph, your CTR will likely be pretty
low. Opportunity measures and reports on this. Very cool.

Potential takes into account Opportunity and Difficulty. It’s an “overall” score of whether or
not you should target that particular keyword.
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5
Moz’s keyword suggestions also tend to hook you up with different keywords than most
other tools:

As you can see, Moz’s Keyword Explorer is a solid tool. It contains a host of
features that are legitimately unique and helpful for keyword research.
While not quite at the level of my favorite tool (SEMRush), it’s pretty darn
close.
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SEMrush
SEMrush works a bit differently than the keyword research tools I’ve shown
you so far.
Instead of entering a seed keyword and getting a long list of keyword ideas,
SEMrush shows you keywords that your competition already ranks for.
These are often outside-the-box keywords that would be impossible to find
using any other tool.
Here’s how it works:
1
Enter a competitor’s domain name in the field at the top of the page.

2
If you’re doing SEO in a country outside of the US (for example, in Google.co.uk), you can
choose to see information about that specific market. Just choose that country from this
menu:
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3
Next, take a look at the “Organic Search” section:

Here’s what the different terms in that section mean:
SEMrush Rank is where the domain ranks in its database of domains (like Alexa, the lower
the number, the better). SEMrush rank is based on total organic traffic.
Organic Search is the estimated number of monthly organic visitors that come from
Google.
Traffic Cost indicates how valuable this traffic is (based on Adwords CPC).
So if you see a domain with a lot of Organic Search Traffic but a relatively low Traffic Cost,
you know that they’re targeting keywords that probably don’t convert especially well.

4
But the real value of SEMrush comes from the “Organic Keywords” data:
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5
This box will show you 5 of the top keywords that your competitors are ranking for. To see
more, click on “Full Report”:

6
And you’ll get a list of all of the keywords that the site or page is ranks for:

This page alone will usually give you a handful of solid keywords.
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7
But if you want more ideas, go back to the domain’s overview and check out the
“Competitors” in the sidebar.
And you’ll see that site’s first page competition:

When you click on one of those results, you’ll see what keywords they’re
ranking for.
There will be some overlap from what you just saw, but you’ll also usually dig
up some real gems.
You can also start your SEMrush search with a keyword instead of a
competitor’s site:
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SEMrush will show you a “Phrase match report”, which is a list of long tail
keywords that include the keyword you entered:

This is really helpful for finding long tail variations of Head and Body
Keywords.
For example, if you wanted to rank for the keyword “weight loss”, you’ll
quickly find that it’s simply too competitive.
But SEMrush will show you long tail variations, like “weight loss calculator”,
that are MUCH easier to rank for:
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If you’re looking for a fresh list of keywords to use as the foundation of your
SEO campaigns, SEMrush is a must-have tool.

Keyword Snatcher
If you want a lot – and I mean a lot – of keyword ideas, Keyword Snatcher is a
dream come true.
You’ll usually generate at least 2,000 keywords from a single seed keyword.
Here’s how it works:
1
Just open up the tool (it’s browser-based), and you’ll be able to choose the sources that
Keyword Snatcher pulls its keyword suggestions from:

I recommend keeping them all checked so you can generate as many keyword ideas as
possible.

2
Next, enter a seed keyword into the field and click “Get Suggestions”:
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3
And after a long wait, you’ll get an insane amount of suggestions:

The one downside of this keyword research tool is that it doesn’t show you helpful
information about the keywords that it generates (like search volume and keyword
competition). It’s simply a keyword generation tool.
4
To get that information, you need to extract the list of keywords by clicking on “Download
Suggestions” and saving your keyword list as a text or CSV file:
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5
Then, head over to the Google Keyword Planner and choose “Get search volume data and
trends”. Upload the file that you downloaded from Keyword Snatcher:

6
Then you can see the search volume, suggested bid and Adwords competition for all of the
keywords that the tool gave you.

When it comes to generating massive lists of keyword ideas, you’d be hard
pressed to find a more robust tool than Keyword Snatcher. I’d prefer if you
could see data from the Google Keyword Planner without having to upload
a file, but that’s not a deal breaker for me because it only takes an extra
minute.
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Ahrefs Keywords Explorer
Ahrefs’s new keyword research tool is pretty cool. Let’s give it a spin.
1
First, enter a seed keyword or list of keywords into the field:

2
Ahrefs will present a TON of data on that keyword:
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3
What’s interesting about their keyword
difficulty score is that they give you an
estimate of the number of backlinks you’ll
need to hit Google’s top 10:

4
Like Moz, Ahrefs gives you info on how
many clicks you can expect to get.

5
They also provide a hefty list of keyword variations and suggestions.
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Ahrefs’s new keyword tool is impressive. While it doesn’t offer anything
dramatically new, it matches many of the other tools out there feature-forfeature. Recommended.
We’re almost there!
In the final chapter (Chapter 7) we’ll put everything you learned to good
use. Specifically, you’ll learn how to create SEO-focused content that makes
Google and users happy.
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CHAPTER 7:

Turning Keywords Into
SEO Content
So you’ve worked hard on the
keyword research process and put
together a list of lucrative, lowcompetition keywords.
Now what?
Well, it’s time to take that lifeless
group of phrases and turn them into
living, breathing pieces of content.
But not just any content: content
designed to rank highly in search
engines.
Here are some simple – yet powerful – guidelines to keep in mind as you
develop SEO content for your site.

Squeeze More From Your Title Tags
Most people’s approach title tag optimization is this:
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1

Find a keyword for that page

2

Add that keyword to the title tag

3

Hope for the best

Considering that your page’s title tag is (by far) the most important on-page
SEO ranking factor, it makes sense to get the most value you can out of it.
The best way to do that is to tap into The Title Tag Double Dip.
The “Title Tag Double Dip” is simply optimizing your title tag for a short AND
long tail version of your keyword.
When you do that, you’ll rank for the long tail quickly (because it’s less
competitive). And over time, you’ll also rank for the short tail keyword.
Here’s an example:
Let’s say you wanted to rank for the keyword “SEO Tips” because you saw
that it had solid search volume and buyer intent:

As you may expect, in a competitive industry like SEO, it’s going to be a while
before you rank for that keyword.
So instead of simply using the keyword “SEO tips” in your title tag, use a long
tail version of that keyword:
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Here’s what a Title Tag Double Dip might look like in practice:

That way, you’ll quickly rank for the less-competitive “SEO tips and tricks”.
And as you build links to that page, you’ll also crack the top 10 for “SEO tips”.

Publish Loooong Content
In depth 1500+ word articles blow run-of-the-mill 400-word blog posts out of
the water.
The only downside is that long pieces of content take more time and effort.
But that’s actually a competitive advantage for you.
Your competition is probably too lazy to write in-depth pieces. Which means
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that you’ll instantly separate yourself from the pack when you start publishing
insanely-thorough stuff (like this guide you’re reading right now).
Why is long content so important?
First off, long content is strongly tied to higher rankings in Google.
Our ranking study found that the top 10 results for most keywords tended to
boast approximately 2000 words:

Why does long content rank better?
There are a few reasons:
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•L
 onger content helps give Google more information about the topic of that page
(spider food). This makes them more confident that your page is a relevant result for
that keyword.
•A
 piece of long content is usually more in-depth than a 300-word blog post on the
same topic. That means long articles are going to answer the searcher’s query better
than short pieces of content.
• Long content tends to attract more links and social shares than shallow content.

This makes sense if you think about it:
What are you more likely to link to?
A 350-word post titled, “5 tips for interval training”…
…or a 3000-word guide called “The Ultimate Guide to Interval Training?”
I thought so.
Keep in mind that you don’t need to necessarily include your target keyword
more often in longer content. In other words, don’t sweat keyword density.
Just make sure that you sprinkle your keyword in the content a few times…
especially in the beginning.
Which leads me to my next tip…

Keyword Prominence
Keyword Prominence is where your keyword appears on the page.
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The higher up on the page a keyword first appears, the more Google
considers that page about that keyword.
For example, in my post 17 Untapped Backlink Sources, I don’t waste any time
mentioning my target keyword, “backlinks”:

This makes sense from Google’s point of view. If you’re writing an article
about a particular topic, why wouldn’t you mention a word related to that
topic (in other words, a keyword) right off the bat?
Bottom line: use your target keyword in the first 100-words of a page.
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Tap Into User Experience Signals
Great user experience has VERY powerful direct and indirect SEO benefits.
The direct benefit comes from the fact that Google measures things like
“short clicks vs. long clicks” (in other words, how much time someone spends
on a page in Google’s search results before hitting the “back” button).
As you might imagine, the longer people stay on your page, the better.
On the other hand, people that pogo stick from your site back to the search
results send a strong message to Google that says: “This result doesn’t seem
to be helpful, better push them further down the page”.
The indirect benefit is simply that people that enjoy their time on your site
are more likely to link to it.
So what can you do to make people stick on your site like super glue?
Here are a few actionable strategies that can help you maximize user
experience for SEO and conversions:

Make the first few sentences REALLY short:
Research shows that people prefer to read short sentences online. People
also don’t like wide blocks of text that spread from one end of the screen
to the other.
That’s why you want to make the first few sentences of every article and
landing page on your site super, super short.
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Also, crunch those first 5-10 sentences between huge margins so that
people’s eyes don’t have to dart back and forth as far.
I do this for every post on my site:

The easiest way to generate this effect for your site is to add an image to
the top of every page that’s aligned to the right of the first paragraph.
Create multimedia experiences:
Text-only content is soooo 2005.
Today, you need to step your content game up to include video, audio,
diagrams, charts, interactive media, quizzes, games and infographics.
When you have quality multimedia on your site, you satisfy a larger chunk
of the people that are visiting your site from Google. People that like video
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sit back and watch your YouTube clip.
Users that like to read enjoy skimming blog posts. And audio junkies love
to listen to your
Podcast.
In fact, Moz discovered that content with 3 types of media tended to
attract more backlinks:

And a Google Quality Guidelines document told human reviewers to
consider pages with “supplementary content” (in the form of calculators,
downloads and diagrams) higher quality search results than text-only
pages.
In short, using multimedia on high priority pages is worth the extra effort.
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Use H Tag Subheadings:
If you’re publishing long content (and if you’re not, you should be), you
want to use lots and lots of subheaders to break up your content.
Nothing hurts user experience metrics worse than a mile-long, subheaderfree page.
Also sprinkle in related words and phrases into your subheaders as H2 and
H3 tags. This will give you a small-yet-significant on-page SEO boost.
A good rule of thumb is to include at least one subheader for every
200-words of content.

Optimizing Pages for Google Hummingbird

Google Hummingbird is a game-changer.
Thanks to this algorithm, Google can now better understand topics…not just
keywords.
In other words, creating pages that target topics and keywords is a smart
move for both user experience and SEO.
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In other words, Google Hummingbird impacted how we optimize pages
around keywords…not how we find and evaluate them.
The same process you use to find long tail keywords, determine commercial
intent, and evaluate a keyword’s competition is exactly the same as it was
pre-Hummingbird.
The only thing that’s changed is how you optimize your site’s pages based on
the keywords that you want to target.
When you optimize pages with proven on-page SEO principles in mind – and
add a few wrinkles to feed Google Hummingbird — you can get even more
traffic from every page on your site.

Distill long conversational keywords (like “where in Paris is
The Louvre located?”) into shorter, to-the-point-keywords
(“The Louvre Location and Address”).
Stop creating 10 pages for 10 different long tail keywords.
Just look at this search result:
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Google is able to identify that the words “display resolution”, “screen resolution”
and “1024 x 768” are synonyms for the keyword “desktop resolution”.
In fact, there’s no result in the top 10 that has the keyword “desktop
resolution” in their title tag.
So instead of creating one article optimized around “display resolution”,
another around “browser displays” etc., create ONE awesome article
optimized around the keyword in that group. That way you’ll rank for that
keyword and for all of the synonyms that Google Hummingbird connects to it.
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You already know that over-optimizing anchor text is a risk
factor for a Google Penguin slap. But it can also hurt you
when it comes to Google Hummingbird. If 25% of your anchor
text includes the keyword “best water bottle”, you won’t rank
as well for similar searches like “best reusable water bottle” or
“best new water bottle”.

In many ways, co-citations are the new anchor text. Google
now uses the text around a link to determine the topic of that
page.

For example, you can see that the words “link building” appear next to this link:

The more often Google sees people using the words “link building” around a
link to my site, the more that association grows in Google’s eyes.
Just like anchor text, mix up your co-citations to include your target keyword
AND synonyms. That way, Hummingbird will rank you for multiple keywords.
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